This paper proposes a Quantum-Inspired wolf pack algorithm (QWPA) based on quantum encoding to enhance the performance of the wolf pack algorithm (WPA) to solve the 0-1 knapsack problems. There are two important operations in QWPA: quantum rotation and quantum collapse. The first step enables the population to move to the global optima and the second step helps to avoid the trapping of individuals into local optima. Ten classical and four high-dimensional knapsack problems are employed to test the proposed algorithm, and the results are compared with other typical algorithms. The statistical results demonstrate the effectiveness and global search capability for knapsack problems, especially for high-level cases.
Introduction
The 0-1 knapsack problem (KP01) is a typical combinatorial optimization problem. It offers various practical applications such as task scheduling, resource allocation, investment decisions, and others [1, 2] . In a given set of items, each of them with a value j and a volume , there is a knapsack with a limited capacity C. The question is to select a subset from the given set to pack the knapsack so that the items in this knapsack have a maximal value of overall possible solutions. The model of the KP01 can be formulated as follows:
The variable takes values either 0 or 1, which represents rejection or selection of the ith item.
There are mainly two classes of approaches to solving the KP01: the conventional one is an exact solution based on mathematical programming and operational research, and the other one is a stochastic solution based on heuristic algorithm [3] . It is possible to solve a small-scale KP01 problem by branching definition method and dynamic programming.
However, a high-dimensional situation is NP-hard and it is unrealistic to obtain optimal solutions using an exact method. As a result, the use of heuristic algorithms has attracted the extensive attention of scholars in this field.
In recent years, most classical heuristic algorithms, such as the genetic algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, ant colony algorithm, and modifications of these algorithms, have been applied to KP01 problems for excellent results [4] [5] [6] . Some emerging novel algorithms have also been widely used like the artificial bee colony algorithm [7] and the cuckoo algorithm [8] . The wolf pack algorithm [9] is to mimic the hunting behavior of wolves to obtain optimal solutions and it has been shown to be global convergent and robust, and the binary wolf algorithm has shown effective performance for the KP01 problem [10] . However, the wolf pack algorithm is proposed in continuous space, and the binary encoding required to map continuous space to discrete space may lead to confusion [11] . The conventional method used for updating operations in binary encoding is directly rounding orbit updating. These operations are able to reflect the ideas of algorithms to a limited extent. However, it is difficult to determine whether upward or downward rounding should be used in the updating operation and whether the number of bits is able to represent the position of individuals.
To avoid the above difficulties, we proposed a quantum wolf pack algorithm (QWPA) based on a new updating 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering mechanism. The probability position updating operation is employed to make the population move to the global optima. At the same time, the collapse operation maps the probability position to a certain position to prevent the diversity of the population. The experimental results show the competitive performance of the proposed algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the basic wolf pack algorithm and the binary wolf pack algorithm are introduced. Section 3 proposes the quantum wolf pack algorithm based on some related concepts. The steps of the proposed algorithm are listed in this section. Section 4 presents the experimental testing of the algorithm, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work

Wolf Pack Algorithm (WPA).
There are three roles in the wolf pack algorithm [12] : leader wolf, scouting wolf, and fierce wolf. The leader wolf represents global optima in population and guides other wolves. The scouting wolf acts to improve the randomicity of population by renovating around noninferior solutions. The fierce wolf, which constitutes the main part of the population, moves toward the global optima. The leader wolf will be replaced by other wolves if the scouting or fierce wolf finds a better position. In other words, the global optimal solution will be replaced if there is a better solution in the population.
Binary Wolf Pack Algorithm.
The binary wolf pack algorithm (BWPA) can be used to solve knapsack problems. The position jth wolf can be described as X j = [x j1 , x j2 , . . . x ji , . . . x jm ] (j = 1, 2 . . . N; i = 1, 2 . . . m). Where m is the number of dimensions, N is the number of the population, and x ji ∈ {0, 1}.
In BWAP, the number of updated dimensions r is employed to represent the distance between every two wolves. There is an updated set M' , which is the r-element-containing subset of the feasible set M, updating the position of each wolf by reversing operation.
A simple example is as follows:
The M' can be obtained from M: M'={2} or M'={5}, then the new position is
In fact, BWPA essentially adopts a bit updating mechanism, which may lead to confusion [11] in the computing process. Instead, the QWPA is proposed in this paper.
Quantum Wolf Pack Algorithm (QWPA)
Quantum information and quantum computation processes were extensively developed in the 1990s. The most popular quantum algorithms are the short large number decomposition algorithm [13, 14] and Grover search algorithm [15] . It is worth mentioning that the Grover algorithm can solve the search problem of the scale of N in the case of the time complexity ( √ ). In this section, we propose the QWPA through several quantum concepts related to the Grover algorithm.
3.1. Related Definitions. As described in the previous section, the position of each wolf is described as a vector. Unlike a certain value (0 or 1) of each dimension in BWPA, the positions of wolves are uncertain in quantum theory. Taking the knapsack problem as an example, the value of any dimension is not 0 or 1 but the probability superposition of 0 and 1. The definitions what we have been used in QWPA are shown in Figure 1 .
As seen in Figure 1 , the updating of quantum encoding is similar to the hidden Markov process: changing the implied states by state transition matrix (quantum-rotating gate), then the observation states are obtained by Confusion Matrix (collapse operation). In the following, the related definitions involved in Figure 1 will be elaborated.
Definition 1 (probability position). In a finite set, the position can be defined by the linear combinations of states
where U represents the finite set and |s⟩ is the element of U. | s | 2 is the probability of obtaining |s⟩, and | s | ∈ [0, 1].
In KP01, each item has only two states: selected or not (1 or 0). This character will bring it easy to describe the solutions by 2-dimension quantum superposition state of 1 and 0. What we need to do is to control the probability of obtaining 1 or 0 to update the superposition. The ranges of variables in KP fit well with 2-dimension cases for updating: on the one hand, a simple linear transformation can be used to increase (or decrease) the probability of one state and decrease (or increase) another one; on the other hand, the sum of the two probabilities is always kept as 1.
For the jth wolf X j in the knapsack problem, the ith dimension x ji can be formulated as
Definition 2 (position probability). The probability of obtaining a certain position is defined as the position probability. For example, | s | 2 is the position probability of obtaining |s⟩ in formulation (4) . 
Definition 5 (quantum-rotating gate). The quantum-rotating gate is the process of updating the probability position. Orthogonal transformation is usually used to change the probability position. One of the most popular transformations is
where is the quantum rotation angle. The probability position is updated as follows:
Formulation (6) shows the updating process of each dimension.
The 2 
where
represent the probability of certain positions |00 . . . 0⟩, |00 . . . 1⟩, . . . |11 . . . 1⟩, respectively.
We can update the probability of 2 m certain positions by adjusting m quantum positions through the quantum parallel operation.
Rule Description of QWPA.
The concepts of probability position and certain position are employed in QWPA. In knapsack problems, the certain position of the jth wolf can be defined as X j = [x j1 , x j2 , . . . x ji , . . . , x jm ], where x ji ∈ {0, 1} and the probability position can be formulated as
. |c ji | 2 and |d ji | 2 , respectively, represent the probability of the ith dimension obtaining 0 or 1. The value of each dimension is uncertain so that the collapse operation is necessary to obtain the certain positions.
Suppose that the number of wolves in the population is P pop. In knapsack problems, a certain position represents a solution, whose quality is determined by the value of fitness function as follows:
where M is a large enough real number and x ji is the ith dimension of the jth (j=1,2, P pop) wolf. Here, we adopted a penalty function in (9) to ensure the solutions under volume constraint.
There are three steps before updating the starts: set the probability positions of the wolf pack, obtain certain positions by applying the collapse operation, and select the optimal certain position as the position of the leader wolf in the population. (The position of leader wolf is a certain position, and the other wolves can have either a probability position or a certain position.) As reported previously [16] , the efficiency calculation is better if the number of scout wolves and fierce wolves is as large as possible. Here, the number of the above two kinds of wolves can each be set to N-1.
Scout Behavior.
There are p certain positions of the jth wolf that can be obtained from the application of the collapse operation according to its probability position (p ∈ H, H = {1, 2, . . . h}). Then the p certain positions of the jth wolf are used to determine whether or not to update the certain position of the leader. The process above is repeated until the jth wolf finds a certain position that is better than the leader's position or the number of scouting behavior exceeds the limit.
The value of h is a random integer between h min and h max as defined in the literature [10] .
Beleaguer Behavior.
The position of the leader wolf will be extended to the probability position according to formula (10):
where i=1,2,. . .m. The Manhattan distance can be calculated by the extended position and the jth wolf as follows:
If the distance above is more than a threshold distance d near , the jth wolf will approach the leader in a large step a ; otherwise it will use a small step b . is a random number between 0 and 1. Extensive experiments were done in this study to determine the values of a and b for a highdimension knapsack:
where m is the dimension of the knapsack, k is the current iteration, and k max is the maximum iteration.
Elimination Mechanism.
If the certain positions obtained by the probability position of a wolf in scout behavior are always inferior to others in a cycle, this probability position will be eliminated. Then, a new probability position will randomly be obtained for this wolf.
Procedure for QWPA Solving Knapsack Problem
Step 1. Parameter and the probability position of wolf pack initialization.
Step 2. Obtain certain positions of wolves and determine the position of the leader wolf.
Step 3. The population enters the scout stage. For each wolf, p certain positions are obtained and compared with that of the leader to determine whether to update the certain position of the leader. The procedure above is repeated T max times or when stopped by the conditions of termination.
Step 4. The population enters the beleaguer stage. The probability positions of wolves are updated by (6) according to quantum-rotating angles, which are determined by the Manhattan distances and d near .
Step 5. Eliminate R probability positions and generate R probability positions to maintain the population diversity.
Step 6. Repeat Step 3∼Step 5 until the terminal condition is satisfied.
Theoretical Analysis of the Algorithm. A Markov chain is a
Markov process with discrete parameters and state space sets. The procedure of QWPA is only related to the current state, and the parameter and state space sets are discrete. So we can conclude that the population sequence is a Markov chain. Definition 6. If the limit of the transition probability matrix [9] of Markov chain exists and is unrelated to s, the Markov chain is ergodic:
where E is the state space and z is the number of transition steps.
Theorem 7. In a finite Markov chain, if there is a positive integer v satisfying the condition:
(V) > 0, , = 1, 2, . . .
Then the Markov chain is ergodic [17, 18] .
Proposition 8. QWPA is globally convergent. Assuming the probability position of the jth wolf as formula (8), then each dimension
The probability positions are only updated in beleaguer behavior. The x ji (i=1,2. . .m) will be updated in step a or b by (8) . It is specified in definition 5 that the quantum-rotating gates are orthogonal transformations. The beleaguer operation is H a or H b . Then the updating procedure can be formulated as follows in a cycle:
If a , b , ̸ = 0, the matrix H = H a or H = H b , in which without 0 element, will continue to update. To say this in another way, a matrix without 0 element exists when v=1 and satisfies the condition of Theorem 7. Therefore the QWPA is ergodic.
Because the feasible solution of a knapsack is finite, the QWPA could obtain the global optimal solution in infinite iterations.
The position of the leader wolf is saved in the next iteration, and when the global optimal solution is found, the leader will not update.
When the number of iteration k≥K (K is a large enough positive number) the leader will be constant. The probability positions of other wolves approach the leader by a quantumrotating gate.
where k = k max > K. Formula (17) shows that the probability of the jth (j=1,2. . .P pop) will eventually converge to the extended position of the leader. The certain position of the jth can only be the position of leader.
Experiments and Analyses
Two groups of data sets were employed to evaluate the performance of QWPA to solve KP01. The first is ten classic sets of data, described in the literature [19] and used to test the performance in a simple situation. There are 100, 250, 500, and 1000 dimension sets of data by formula (18) to test the performance of QWPA in a high-dimension situation.
where w i is the volume and p is the value of the ith item, C represents the constraint of volume, and m represents the number of dimensions. All experiments were conducted with Matlab2012, Core(TM)i7-479 CPU @ 3.60GHz processor, and Windows 7 ultimate edition.
Experiment 1 (study of ten classic KP01 problems). The ten classic knapsack problems are employed to test the performance of QWPA. Other outcomes of typical algorithms such as the binary wolf pack algorithm (BWPA), genetic algorithm (GA), harmony search algorithm (HS), and greedy algorithm were compared. The numbers of the dimension of the ten problems range from 10 to 100. In QWPA and BWPA, the number of iteration is 100 and the population size is 40. In order to obtain reliable results, we ran the two above algorithms 20 times. The parameters in QWPA are as follows:
The parameters in BWPA are given in the literature [10] . The related parameters of the ten classic knapsack problems are given in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the test results of QWPA and BWAP. The results of the best solution, worst solution, and average are listed in rows 3-5. The standard deviation and the times of getting the optimal results are showed in rows 6 and 7, respectively. The last row lists the results of other algorithms as reported in the literature [10] .
The QWPA shows very competitive results to those of BWPA and other algorithms for the ten classic KP01 problems as shown in Table 2 . For KP1 to KP4, BWAP and QWPA obtained the optimal solutions with 100% probability. It is important to note that BWPA and other algorithms were unable to obtain the global optimal solutions for KP5 and KP6, but QWPA obtained the optimal solutions several times. However, QWPA also became trapped in local optimum in Table 2 : The results of the ten KP01 knapsack problems. the two sets of data, especially in KP6, where QWPA only obtained the global optimum 7 times out of 20 attempts. In comparison, QWPA showed better performance in stability and statistically. For KP7-KP9, QWPA and BWPA behaved almost the same and were obviously superior to other algorithms. For KP10, although QWPA could obtain the optimal solutions, it was trapped in local optima several times.
Overall, from the analysis above we may conclude that BWPA and QWPA perform obviously better than other algorithms described previously [10] and behave relatively the same.
Experiment 2 (study of four high-dimension KP01). In Experiment 1, the results of KP10 may suggest that QWPA is not adapted to high-dimension situations. To test this, Experiment 2 was designed. Four high-dimension knapsacks with 100, 250, 500, and 1000 dimensions were generated by formula (18) . We compared the performance of the quantum genetic algorithm (QGA), the artificial fish algorithm (AF), BWPA, and QWPA to solve the above high-dimension knapsack problems. The parameters of the four algorithms are given as follows. The population size is 40 and the number of iteration is 100 for all algorithms. In QGA, the length of binary encoding is 20, and the size of quantumrotating angles is 0.05 , 0.025 , 0.01 , and 0.005 . In AF, the perception distance is 0.5, the crowding factor is 0.618, and the random selection time is 50. The parameters of BWPA and QWPA are shown in Table 3 . The results of Figure 2 show that QWPA has the competitive performance to that of the other three algorithms. QWPA found the global optima 618 for 100-dimension problems all 20 times but the other algorithms did not do as well. As the dimensions increased, the difference in the quality of results from the four algorithms increased continuously. When the number of dimensions reached 1000, the best value (obtained by QWPA) was approximately 600 better than the worst value (obtained by BWPA). It is obvious that QWPA is well adapted for the solving of high-dimension knapsack problems. Another finding is that algorithms based on a quantum mechanism performed better in high-dimension problems. It is shown in (a)∼(d) of Figure 2 that QGA and QWPA are better for solving these problems. This research problem will be investigated in further studies.
In order to more completely analyze the performance of QWPA, Figure 3 shows the convergence curves of the four algorithms for the high-dimensional problems. The data in Figure 3 are mean values of one hundred repeats of each algorithm.
It is evident from Figure 3 that QWPA and QGA evolve more quickly than AF and BWPA in high dimensions. In 500 and 1000 dimensions, QWPA and QGA still have the potential to evolve even after the 100th iteration. We can conclude that algorithms based on a quantum mechanism will preserve the diversity of population to avoid local optima.
The diversity of the population is discussed in QWPA for solving a 100-dimension knapsack problem. 
The other wolves approach the extended position by a quantum-rotating gate. After multiple iterations, the position of the jth wolf is
where |c j1 | 2 ≈ 0.99, |d j2 | 2 ≈ 0.99, and so on. This means that the probability of obtaining 0 in the first dimension is approximately 0.99, the probability to obtain 1 in the second dimension is approximately 0.99, and so on. Then the probability of the jth wolf being the same as the leader is 0.99 100 ≈ 0.366. In other words, although each dimension of the probability position of the jth is very close to that of the leader, the certain position of the jth is not the same as the leader. Thus, the diversity of the population is better maintained in QWPA
Conclusion
A quantum wolf pack algorithm is proposed to solve KP01 problems in this paper. New concepts of probability position and certain position are included in the proposed algorithm. The updating of the probability position plays a guiding role, and the collapse operation from probability to a certain position is a random process in QWPA. Ten classic and four high-dimensional knapsack problems were employed to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results show the competitive performance of the proposed algorithm for KP01 problems, especially for high-dimension cases. We are going to study the influence of parameters on the algorithm in the future. In addition, we found that the method of 2-dimension quantum encoding is well adapted to knapsack problems, and quantum mechanism can be applied to other algorithms to solve different knapsack problems.
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